
Summary of Draft changes to the MPHA Statement of Policies 2020 

 
Changes indicated by underlines and strike through. 

 

Part I; Definitions: 
Added the following: 

 

Over Housed: When the number of Members of the Household is less than the Occupancy 

Limit.  

 

Separation of Household: A separation of household is when MPHA agrees to provide a 

unit to an adult(s) who has requested to be separated from their current household. A 

separation of household may also occur when the household does not meet Occupancy limits. 

Those making separation of household requests must meet all MPHA eligibility and 

occupancy transfer requirements as well as being Lease Compliant.  

 

Spouse:  Spouse refers to the marriage partner, either a husband or wife, who is someone you 

need to legally divorce in order to dissolve the relationship or a domestic partnership as 

defined by the City of Minneapolis. 

 

Under Housed: When the number of Members of the Household is greater than the 

Occupancy Limit. 

 

Part II; Requirements for Admission: 

 
Applicant Family would not be eligible for an Informal Hearing if their application is denied 

for: 

Any conviction for manufacturing or producing methamphetamine (speed); is cause for a 

lifetime denial or; 

Lifetime registration under a state sex offender registration program shall be cause for a 

lifetime denial 

 

Part IV; Preferences: 

 
MPHA has adopted local preferences, which apply to applicants who are otherwise eligible 

for admission at the time they are applying for assistance. All applicants will be notified by 

MPHA regarding the tenant selection preferences and given an opportunity to show that they 

qualify.  MPHA will not place any family on the waiting list that does not have a local 

preference.  Family applications will be processed based on date and time of the application 

and not the number of preference points. MPHA reserves the right to limit the number of 

Applicants placed on the waiting list based on preference points and sound management 

practices. 
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Part V; Waiting List Assignment Plan and Designation of Buildings 

 
B.      MPHA maintains three separate waiting lists.  

 

1) A highrise waiting list is for elderly and near-elderly applicants are eligible for 

admission to an elderly designated building.  MPHA will offer units in 4 areas 

of choice. Applicants may choose up to four areas. The areas are: North, 

Northeast, South and Southwest. Offers will be made based on available units, 

see below. 

 

2)  A highrise waiting list is for all applicants eligible for admission to a highrise 

General Occupancy building.  MPHA will offer units in 4 areas of choice. 

Applicants may choose up to four areas. The areas are: North, Northeast, 

South and Southwest. Offers will be made based on available units, see below. 

Unit offering policy, highrise 

5)  MPHA offers the unit that has been ready to rent the longest, and does not have a current 

pending offer, to an approved applicant based on date and time of the application, preference 

points and area choice. The applicant could receive a second unit offer of the unit that has 

been ready the next longest, that does not have a pending offer.  Depending upon the number 

of vacancies, MPHA may, on a monthly basis divide the General Occupancy highrises are 

into three approximately equal groupings based upon the number of vacancies. The three 

groups are: a) those with the largest number of vacancies; b) those with a medium number of 

vacancies; and 3) those with the fewest number of vacancies. MPHA’s second unit offer will 

be in a building with the highest vacancy rate.   

 

Part VI; Occupancy Standards and Lease Add-ons: 

 
D. MPHA will approve lease add-ons only: 

When the family has lived in the unit for three years, except for the addition of minor 

dependents, or a spouse, unless MPHA was informed of the potential addition on the 

application. 

 

Highrise units 

F. When MPHA approves an adult lease add-on, the Head of Household must remain in the 

unit for three five years after the adult is added to the lease. If the Head of Household vacates 

public housing for any reason, except death, before the three five-year period ends, the whole 

household will have to vacate.  If the entire household does not vacate, MPHA will terminate 

the lease.  MPHA will not transfer the person added to the lease to a separate unit within that 
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three five-year period.  If MPHA initiates a transfer the whole household will transfer 

together. 

 

G. If the Head of Household vacates public housing for any reason except death, before three 

five years, the whole household will have to vacate.  If the entire household does not vacate, 

MPHA will terminate the lease.  In addition, persons in such households may not transfer to 

another unit without the Head of Household for three five years.    

 

Family Units 

Family units are for exclusive use by adults with Dependents.  If a family does not have a 

Dependent approved in writing by MPHA to stay in the unit or to be added to the lease, the 

household members shall transfer to a highrise unit, vacate the unit or be subject to a lease 

termination.  Households will not be guaranteed separate units and will be housed in 

accordance with the Occupancy Limits and the availability of the units. 

 

Part VII; Rent Computation and Pet Deposits 

 
Flat Rent is available only at the time of admission or the scheduled re-examination and is 

80%90% of the Fair Market Rents (FMR).  Flat rate rents will take effect 60 days after the 

change in the FMR.  MPHA will give a 30-day advance notice of the rent change. 

 

Over Income When a Tenant Family is Over Income for 12 consecutive months, MPHA will 

notify the Tenant Family that if the income continues to exceed the Over Income Limit for 12 

additional months (24 months total). The Tenant Family will be required to vacate, or the 

Lease may be terminated.  

Hardship Exemption  

A tenant may request a hardship exemption from paying Minimum Rent.  

 

If the tenant requests a hardship exemption, MPHA will suspend the Minimum Rent 

beginning the month following the family’s request and until the MPHA determines whether 

the hardship exists or is temporary or long-term. It is the Tenant Family’s responsibility to 

provide the information supporting the claimed hardship.   

 

5) A long-term hardship exists when the inability to pay Minimum Rent is due to a qualifying 

hardship that lasts over 90 days.  If the MPHA determines the hardship is long-term hardship, 

the family will be exempt from the Minimum Rent requirement, beginning the month 

following the month of the Tenant Family's request and during the hardship period. The 

family must verify the continuance of the hardship at least quarterly. 

 

6) Even if a tenant requests a hardship, the tenant will pay 30% of their Adjusted Gross 

Monthly Income as Rent. The failure to pay the Adjusted Gross Monthly Income as Rent 

may lead to termination of the Lease. 

 

Allowances (deductions from Gross Income) 
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Grants to the Tenant Family as a result of participation in the Income and Child Development 

in the First Three Years of Life demonstration funded by the United States Department of 

health and Human Services National Institute of Health to evaluate the whether the 

unconditional cash payments have a causal effect on the cognitive, socioemotional and brain 

development of infants and toddlers. 

 

Part VIII; Tenant Transfer 

 
To Qualify for an Occupancy Transfer 
the Tenant Family must have been Lease Compliant for at least one year or the duration of 

the tenancy if less than one year and remains Lease Compliant until the transfer;  

    

the Tenant Family does not owe any Rent, sales and service charges, security deposit, and 

does not owe Retroactive Rent or is not on a Retroactive Rent Formal Repayment Agreement 

due in part or in total to the fault of the Tenant Family. 

 

Part X; Reexamination of Tenant Eligibility and Rent Adjustments 
 

Rent Adjustments 

Once the Rent is established, the rate will be effective until the next scheduled reexamination 

unless there is a decrease in the income or an increase in income of $100 or more per month. 

Tenant Family Members must report all changes in income, changes in source of income, or 

changes in household composition within five days.   

 

Part XI Lease Terminations 

 
MPHA may terminate the lease when the Head or Co-head of Household is absent for more 

than 30 days without giving MPHA a minimum of 10 business days advanced written notice 

prior to leaving.  The Household must vacate the unit if the Head of Household is absent 

longer than 90 days. 

 

The tenant may terminate the lease by providing MPHA with at least fourteen calendar days 

written notice to MPHA 

 

MPHA may terminate the lease: 

• a Tenant living in an exclusively Assisted Living building who no longer avails 

themselves of the services provided; 

• permitting a person or persons not a member of the Tenant Family to reside in the 

unit including someone whose application has been denied; or 
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Part XVII; Pet Policy 

 
Pet Control Requirements 

…However, pets may be in the community spaces on a leash no longer than six (6) feet or in a 

kennel if your unit is being treated for pest control. 

 

Outside their apartments, pet owners must at all times keep dogs and cats on a leash no longer 

than six (6) feet.  The pet must be under control at all times.  The owner must walk the animal 

well away from the building entrances and must promptly and properly dispose of any fecal 

matter as required by City Ordinance. 

 

Part XXII; VAWA 

3.8 Stalking: Engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person which the 

Perpetrator knows or has reason to know would cause a reasonable person under the 

circumstances to: (1) feel frightened, threatened, oppressed, persecuted, or intimidated; (2) 

fear for the person’s individual safety or the safety or others; or (3) suffer substantial 

emotional distress regardless of the relationship between the Perpetrator and the victim.  42 

U.S.C. § 13925. Stalking is also defined in Minn. Stat. § 609.749. 

Appendix A; Income Limits 2019 (they will be amended by HUD in 2020) 

 
Lower   Very Low  Extremely Low 

Family Size  Income Family Income Family Income Family 

One Person  $52,850  $35,000  $21,000 

Two Person  $60,400  $40,000  $24,000 

Three Person  $37,950  $45,000  $27,000 

Four Person  $75,500  $50,000  $30,000 

Five Person  $81,550  $54,000  $32,400 

Six Person  $87,600  $58,000  $34,800 

Seven Person  $93,650  $62,000  $39,010 

Eight Person  $99,700  $66,000  $43,430 
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Appendix F; Flat Rents 

 

Flat Rents will be calculated as no less than 80% 90% of the Fair Market Rents (FMR) and will 

change as adjustments are made to the FMRs. Rent changes will be made within 60 days of the 

changes to the FMR and Tenants will be given a 30-day advanced written notice. 

 

Highrise Units 

 

Studio One Bedroom 

$569.00 $738 $691.00 $874 

 

Glendale Units 

One Bedroom Two Bedroom Three Bedroom Four Bedroom 

$691.00 $874 $869 $1093 $1237 $1550 $1450 $1823 

 

Scattered Site Units 

Two Bedroom Three Bedroom Four Bedroom Five Bedroom Six Bedroom 

$869.00 $1093 $1237.00 1550 $1450 $1823 $1667 $2096 $1884 $2370 

 

 


